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We demonstrate that 4-body real space Jastrow factors are, with the right type of Jastrow basis
function, capable of performing successful wave function stenciling to remove unwanted ionic terms
from an overabundant fermionic reference without unduly modifying the remaining components. In
addition to greatly improving size consistency (restoring it exactly in the case of a geminal power),
real-space wave function stenciling is, unlike its Hilbert space predecessors, immediately compatible
with diffusion Monte Carlo, allowing it to be used in the pursuit of compact, strongly correlated
trial functions with reliable nodal surfaces. We demonstrate the efficacy of this approach in the
context of a double bond dissociation by using it to extract a qualitatively correct nodal surface
despite being paired with a restricted Slater determinant, that, due to ionic term errors, produces a
ground state with a qualitatively incorrect nodal surface when used in the absence of the Jastrow.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear wave functions in quantum chemistry are funda-
mentally limited by their inability to compactly express
wave functions in strongly correlated regimes, a difficulty
that arises directly from the factorial growth of Hilbert
space in the quantum many-body problem. In practice,
therefore, the field of quantum chemistry has long pur-
sued sophisticated nonlinear forms for its approximate
wave function ansatzes. [1–5] A key challenge arises in
this pursuit due to the difficulty of constructing an ansatz
that is simultaneously size-consistent (giving the same
energy for independent systems when treated together
or individually) and variational (giving an upper bound
to the true energy) while maintaining a cost that scales
polynomially with system size. Recently, wave function
stenciling, wich is a generalization of Gutzwiller’s ap-
proach [6] in which a nonlinear correlation factor removes
unsuitable terms from an overabundant fermionic expan-
sion, has been shown to achieve these three properties,
[7–9] and so appears to be a promising paradigm for fu-
ture ansatz design.
While the Jastrow Antisymmetric Geminal Power
(JAGP) in Hilbert space is characteristic of this approach
and has proven effective at capturing strong correlation
during bond dissociations, [10, 11] it is much less effec-
tive for capturing the full range of dynamic correlation ef-
fects. One way to understand this difficulty is to consider
that its number-operator-based Jastrow factor, which is
central to its stenciling strategy, [8] can also be written
as a very limited coupled cluster doubles operator. [10]
Although sufficient for stenciling, this incomplete repro-
duction of the doubles operator only partially recovers
dynamic correlation. In short, the Hilbert space Jastrow
factor is effective at making large changes to the wave
function through stenciling, but much less so at making
the multitude of small changes demanded by dynamic
∗ eneuscamman@berkeley.edu
correlation. In contrast, more traditional Jastrow factors
in real space, [12] especially when working in tandem
with diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), [12] are renowned
for their ability to capture dynamic correlation. Indeed,
this pairing has been employed as a reliable substitute for
the “gold standard” coupled cluster with singles, doubles,
and perturbative-triples (CCSD(T)) [4] in cases where
the latter’s higher cost scaling makes it untenable. [13]
This dichotomy between Jastrow factors’ strengths in
real space and Hilbert space raises the natural ques-
tion: what is preventing the development of a Jastrow
factor that can deliver both the large changes required
for stenciling and the small changes for dynamic corre-
lation? Further: can these obstacles be overcome in a
way that maintains both low-order polynomial scaling as
well as suitability for use as as a DMC guiding function
in strongly correlated regimes, where the best current
option is to rely on a factorial-cost determinantal expan-
sion? In this paper, we will present a real space for-
mulation that answers these questions in the affirmative,
explain why previous real space Jastrows were not able
to live up to this ideal, demonstrate that Jastrow-based
stenciling can be effective even when the stenciled wave
function is a single Slater determinant, and offer some
thoughts on the requirements that should be satisfied in
future by a general-purpose stenciling Jastrow.
The essential challenge to performing stenciling in real
space is that any attempt to delete large portions of the
wave function using a multiplicative Jastrow factor will
require its functional form to contain a high degree of
curvature. Such curvature is necessary, as any smooth
function that asymptotes to a constant value at infinite
distance (as a Jastrow factor should) and contains little
curvature will be similar to a constant, and multiplication
by this nearly-constant function will not produce large
changes in the wave function.
Unless the large curvature needed for stenciling can be
hidden in some way, its tendency to raise the kinetic en-
ergy will lead the variational principle to eschew Jastrow-
based deletion of undesirable configurations, even in cases
where the functional form could accommodate it. To
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2address this challenge, we present a new form of four-
body Jastrow factor that is better-suited to hiding its
curvature in regions of low wave function value (where
it will not affect kinetic energy) and to counting elec-
trons within local regions of space (the mechanism by
which Hilbert space Jastrows achieve stenciling). Com-
bined with traditional two-body Jastrows, a Slater de-
terminant, and diffusion Monte Carlo, these real space
number counting Jastrow factors allow for an effective
description of both static and dynamic correlation within
a structure whose complexity is explicitly polynomial.
II. THEORY
A. Mimicking Hilbert Space Jastrows
Let us begin by reviewing Hilbert Space Jastrow Fac-
tors (HSJFs), which may be written in terms of a matrix
F and the second quantized number operators nˆi within
an orthonormal (and typically local) one particle basis,
eJˆHS = exp
∑
ij
Fij nˆinˆj
 = ∏
ij
exp (Fij nˆinˆj) . (1)
Note that these can be thought of as four-body e-e-N-N
Jastrow factors, as the indices i and j run over orbitals
that are localized at or near the nuclei while the results
of operating with the number operators tell us about the
positions of up to two different electrons.
As number operators are idempotent and overall con-
stant factors irrelevant, F can be chosen such that the
HSJF contains any number of Gaussian factors
ΓˆW,HS = exp
−ξ
N −∑
p∈W
nˆp
2
 (2)
for use in wave function stenciling. Application of one
of these factors to a fermionic wave function effectively
reweights each configuration in that wave function’s ex-
pansion within this particular orbital basis according to
a Gaussian distribution in the total occupancy of an or-
bital subset W . Provided that the “projection strength”
ξ is sufficiently large, such a Gaussian factor acts as a
stencil, removing any configuration in which the set of
orbitals W contains an electron count differing from N .
Given two or more molecular fragments, this effect can
be used to eliminate any configurations in which a frag-
ment possesses an unphysical charge (an ”ionic config-
uration”), which turns out to be sufficient for restoring
size consistency to a geminal power [7]. Crucially, this
factor does nothing to components of the wave function
which do not deviate from the prescribed pattern of sub-
system electron counts, thus preventing the HSJF from
raising the kinetic energy of configurations that survive
the stencil.
Unfortunately, a direct translation of the HSJF into
real space is problematic for QMC methods due to the
nonlocal nature of a number operator’s real space form,
nˆp =
∑
i
φp(ri)
∫
φ∗p(r˜i)dr˜i. (3)
Efficient stochastic interrogations of a wave function in
real space hinge on the ability to evaluate local wave
function values Ψ(~r), which is complicated by the num-
ber operators’ nonlocality. Instead, we will seek a local
function Q, associated with a region W , enclosed within
a Jastrow factor of similar Gaussian form
ΓW,RS = exp
−ξ(N −∑
i
Q(ri)
)2 (4)
that permits efficient local evaluation and, thanks to
the sum over all the electron positions ri, maintains the
bosonic symmetry required by the Jastrow factor to keep
the overall wave function correctly antisymmetric.
In order to mimic the effects of a HSJF, we therefore
desire that each real space Gaussian component approxi-
mate the effects of its Hilbert space counterpart as closely
as possible at any sampled position of the electrons; thus
we want
〈r|ΓW,RS|Ψ〉 ' 〈r|ΓˆW,HS|Ψ〉, (5)
where |Ψ〉 is the fermionic wave function that is to un-
dergo stenciling. When basis orbitals in W are spatially
separated from others in the system — an ideal that is
often approached in the localized physics of strong cor-
relation — it is sufficient to choose Q as a step function:
Q(ri)→
{
1 ri ∈ RW
0 ri 6∈ RW (6)
in which RW is a region exclusively supporting the or-
bitals in W . To preserve smooth wave function deriva-
tives and allow for a gradual approach to step like be-
havior in cases where orbital subsets are partially over-
lapping in space, we relax the step discontinuity at the
boundaries of RW by employing an analytical approxi-
mation to the Heaviside function (see Section II C).
So long as the smoothed form of Q rapidly approaches
0 as one moves away from the boundary of RW , the
Jastrow factor of Eq. (4) retains the ability to precisely
control the electron count on a subsystem that is spa-
tially well-separated from other subsystems, as there is
in this case ample room in between for the 1-to-0 switch
to occur. Thus, as with a HSJF, the real space form
presented here can fully eliminate ionic terms between
well-separated subsystems, allowing it to restore exact
size consistency to geminal powers and to aid in the re-
pair of restricted Slater determinants. The key question
now becomes whether we can construct functional forms
for Q that permit useful demarcations of spatial regions
while also ensuring that the curvature they introduce can
3be hidden in regions where its contribution to the kinetic
energy, through the term
−1
2
∫
dr〈Ψ|r〉〈r|(∇2ΓW,RS + 2∇ΓW,RS · ∇)|Ψ〉, (7)
is mitigated by small local wave function amplitudes
〈Ψ|r〉. This is of course trivial when demarcating a re-
gion around a well-separated fragment, but becomes less
so during dissociation events, where partial stenciling be-
comes beneficial long before the well-separated limit is
reached.
B. Existing 4-body Jastrows
Before detailing our proposed form for a stenciling-
friendly 4-body Jastrow factor, it is instructive to con-
sider why existing 4-body forms are ill-suited for this
task. Begin by considering a previously used form [14]
for 4-body Jastrows that closely mirrors that of a HSJF:
eJ4 = exp
∑
ijIJ
ΦI(ri)FIJΦJ(rj) +
∑
iI
GIΦI(ri)
 .
(8)
By diagonalizing F , choosing ~G appropriately, and ig-
noring changes to wave function normalization, one may
convert this Jastrow into a product of Gaussians,
eJ4 →
∏
J
exp
−ξJ (NJ −∑
iI
UIJΦI(ri)
)2 , (9)
in which U is the unitary matrix that diagonalizes F .
Written this way, we may immediately identify the lin-
ear combination
∑
I UIJΦI as one possible form for the
counting function Q discussed in the previous section.
We may evaluate the suitability of 4-body Jastrows of
the type given in Eq. (8) for use in HSJF-style stenciling
by asking how easily these linear combinations can ap-
proximate a step function over a given region, and how
much control they have over their curvature. By con-
sidering the task of controlling the electron count on a
single atom well-separated from the remainder of what-
ever system is being modeled, the above analysis makes
plain that the two common forms for the basis functions
ΦI , atom-centered Gaussians [15] and symmetric polyno-
mials [16], are not effective for wave function stenciling in
Hilbert Space. In the same way that one requires many
Fourier components to converge to a square wave, small
Gaussian expansions or low-order polynomial expansions
are unable to faithfully approximate the switching be-
havior required for our Jastrow basis functions. Indeed,
Gaussian functional forms contain significant curvature
at and about the atom’s center where the wave function
is large in magnitude, and thus cannot engage in the cur-
vature hiding necessary to avoid a rise in kinetic energy
when ξJ is large, i.e. in the strong stenciling regime. Al-
though it is true that in the infinite basis set limit, a
complete set of functions (such as the Gaussian spherical
harmonics) can represent any smooth function, they will
converge to the nearly steplike behavior required by Q
only very slowly and so will retain appreciable curvature
near the center of the counting region unless the Jastrow
basis is made extremely large. In practice, therefore, the
functional forms within previously-studied 4-body Jas-
trows were inappropriate for stenciling, and so, during
optimization, the variational principle did not explore
their ability to eliminate ionic terms, as doing so would
have led to large, curvature-induced increases in the ki-
netic energy. Ultimately, as can be seen in Sorella’s car-
bon dimer results [17], the price for using a Jastrow basis
that cannot easily represent a step function is, in the con-
text of the JAGP, a size consistency error stemming from
the inadequate suppression of ionic terms.
C. Mathematical formulation
We investigate the efficacy of real space number-
counting Jastrow factors (NCJFs) that can be written
in the same general structure as existing four-body Jas-
trows,
eJNC = exp
∑
ijIJ
CI(ri)FIJCJ(rj) +
∑
iI
GICI(ri)
 .
(10)
As discussed above, the key characteristic of NCJFs will
lie in the choice of basis functions CI , for which we se-
lect a form that can, to a certain degree, act as local
real space approximations to Hilbert Space number op-
erators. In the limit of disjoint orbital subspaces, bosonic
step functions in real space can exactly reproduce the ef-
fects of a sum of Hilbert space number operators and
can thus serve as a conceptual starting point for our ba-
sis functions. Although we will soften this step-function
extreme by employing smooth functions, we will retain
the spirit of spatially localized curvature so as to facil-
itate the curvature hiding that NCJFs require in order
to effect strong stenciling without unphysically affecting
the kinetic energy.
This goal in mind, we propose “counting” basis func-
tions of the form
C(r) = S(g(r)), (11)
where the Fermi-Dirac-like function
S(x) =
1
1 + e−βx
(12)
plays the role of an analytic approximation to the Heav-
iside step function. The value of S asymptotically
switches from zero to one as its argument traverses the
4origin, with β (which is not related to physical temper-
ature) determining both the slope at the origin as well
as the effective width of the switching region in which
S meaningfully differs from zero or one and displays
non-negligible curvature. The interior function g(r) is
a scalar-valued function of a real-space coordinate whose
nodal surface defines the boundary, or switching surface,
of the region within which electrons are to be counted.
The volume for which g takes on positive values (nega-
tive values) is called the interior (exterior) of the count-
ing region, since composition with the switching function
S ensures that C asymptotically evaluates to one (zero)
inside this region. We will refer to counting functions
by the geometry of their switching surface, and in the
present study we investigate both planar
gP (r) = (r− c) · kˆ (13)
and elliptical
gE(r) = (r− c)TT (r− c)− 1 (14)
counting regions. The nodal surface of gP is a plane cen-
tered at c and normal to the unit vector kˆ, while the
nodal surface of gE is an ellipsoid with center c and axes
defined by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of T . To-
gether with S, these counting regions provide us with a
set of Jastrow basis functions whose only curvature ap-
pears at the edges of their counting regions, making it
more amenable to being hidden in regions of low wave
function magnitude. This positioning of curvature should
be compared to the more traditional forms given in Sec-
tion II B, which display significant curvature at their cen-
ters.
In addition to this stenciling-friendly curvature, arith-
metic operations between these counting basis functions
correspond to set operations between their interior vol-
umes, which gives their sums and products a somewhat
intuitive meaning. For example, consider the large-β
limit of these counting functions,
lim
β→∞
C(r) =
{
1 r ∈ A
0 r 6∈ A (15)
in which these functions revert to actual step functions.
Spatial regions’ complements now occur simply as
1− CA(r) = CAc(r), (16)
while intersections
CA(r)CB(r) = CA∩B(r) (17)
and unions
CA(r) + CB(r)− CA∩B(r) = CA∪B(r) (18)
arise from products and sums of counting functions. In
this way, the quadratic form in Eq. (10) offers the possi-
bility for the full set of first-order topological operations
to arise naturally during the variational minimization of
a NCJF, raising interesting questions as to whether ad-
jacent regions will merge or produce cutouts from one
another in pursuit of optimal stencils.
III. RESULTS
We have prepared a pilot implementation supporting
planar and elliptical NCJFs within a development ver-
sion of QMCPACK. [18] NCJFs, as well as spline-based,
cusp-correcting e-e and e-n two-body Jastrows and the
molecular orbital coefficients were optimized with respect
to energy using the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) lin-
ear method [19–22]. The Hamiltonian is taken as the
non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonian under the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, with effective core poten-
tials [23] used to replace carbon atoms’ core electrons.
RHF solutions are taken as the reference configurations
at each geometry in the cc-pVTZ basis [24] and are gen-
erated by GAMESS[25]. Multireference configuration in-
teraction calculations with the Davidson correction (MR-
CISD+Q) were performed with MOLPRO [26] also in the
cc-pVTZ basis.
A. Nomenclature
In our results, we will distinguish wave functions based
on the types of Jastrow factors employed, whether or
not the molecular orbitals were re-optimized in the pres-
ence of the Jastrow, and, where applicable, whether the
molecular orbitals are symmetric (SA) or have broken
symmetry (SB). The presence of counting Jastrows will
be denoted by C, traditional spline-based e-e and e-n
Jastrows by T, and orbital re-optimization by the prefix
“oo-”. In all cases, JS stands for Jastrow-Slater. For
example, a Jastrow-Slater wave function with both tra-
ditional and counting Jastrows whose orbitals were re-
optimized starting from a broken symmetry orbital guess
would be denoted as oo-CTJS-SB. Finally, DMC results
will be denoted by adding DMC to the name of the wave
function that fixes the nodal surface.
B. Hydrogen Molecule
As a minimally correlated wave function, a single re-
stricted Slater determinant is insufficient to describe elec-
tron correlation at stretched molecular geometries, which
can lead to large size-consistency errors during molecular
fragmentation. To correct this, we apply a simple NCJF
with a basis consisting of two anti-aligned planar count-
ing functions whose switching surfaces are set to bisect
the H-H bond. The NCJF matrix parameters FIJ and GI
are initially set to zero (so that the overall Jastrow factor
is initially unity), after which both the matrix parame-
ters (FIJ , GI) and basis function parameters (βI , kˆI , cI)
are optimized. Figures 1 and 2 show that NCJFs paired
with either cusp-correcting Jastrows (CTJS), orbital op-
timization (oo-CJS), or both (oo-CTJS) prove far more
effective at recovering size-consistency than when only
two-body Jastrows (TJS) are used, even if assisted by
orbital re-optimization (oo-TJS). At a separation of 4 A˚,
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FIG. 1: VMC energies for the dissociation of H2 using a
cc-pVTZ orbital basis. The solid black line is twice the
VMC energy of a single H atom in the same cc-pVTZ
basis.
for example, we find that oo-CTJS is size-consistent to
within 0.4 mEh, while the smallest size-consistency error
achievable without NCJFs is over 14 mEh.
C. Ethene
A variationally optimized Slater-Jastrow ansatz is of-
ten taken as a guiding function for diffusion Monte
Carlo calculations, but the appearance of symmetry-
broken minimum-energy solutions to the RHF equations
at stretched geometries — which do not possess the cor-
rect nodal structure required by DMC — means that
we cannot naively take minimum-energy configurations
without issue. For instance, when stretching the C=C
bond in ethene past 2.5 A˚, an RHF solution with broken-
symmetry orbitals sees its RHF energy drop below that of
the symmetric-orbital solution. However, the nodal sur-
face of this broken-symmetry solution is incorrect, and
so when used in DMC it gives an energy that is 40 mEh
or more above that of a DMC based on the symmetric-
orbital RHF solution (see Figure 3). In more compli-
cated systems, such effects can be more pronounced, and
it would be highly desirable to be able to predict before-
hand which nodal surface is most appropriate. Given a
sufficiently flexible trial function to optimize, VMC can
in principle produce the correct nodal surface by select-
ing the VMC wave function with the lowest energy.
However, this approach will only be reliable if the trial
function is flexible enough, and in the case of ethene,
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FIG. 2: VMC energies for the dissociation of H2 using a
cc-pVTZ orbital basis, now focusing on stretched
geometries. The solid black line is twice the VMC
energy of a single H atom in the same cc-pVTZ basis.
traditional Jastrow-Slater is not, even under orbital re-
optimization, as can be seen in Figure 4. Although multi-
configurational expansions can be used in lieu of a single
reference fermionic function in order to achieve the flex-
ibility needed to describe the strong correlation respon-
sible for flipping the energy ordering of these two states,
the complexity and thus cost of such an expansion must
grow exponentially with the number of correlated bonds.
The cost of a stenciling approach using NCJFs — assum-
ing a constant number of counting basis functions per
fragment — will by comparison scale only quadratically
with fragment number, and so it would be quite useful
if stenciling were able to capture a sufficient amount of
strong correlation to produce the correct energy ordering
of states at the VMC level.
Using the same planar NCJFs as in the hydrogen case
(except now the planes bisect the C=C bond), we apply
NCJFs, orbital optimization, and traditional two-body
Jastrows to a single Slater determinant that is either a
symmetry-adapted (SA) or symmetry-broken (SB) RHF
solution. (Note that SA vs SB orbitals did not intercon-
vert under orbital optimization and appear to represent
two separate minima on the optimization surface.) In the
most flexible case, oo-CTJS, VMC is now correctly able
to predict that the SA energy lies below that of the SB
energy, a prediction that fails to materialize if the NCJF
is omitted (see Figure 4). Upon using the oo-CTJS-SA
and oo-CTJS-SB wave functions to fix the DMC nodal
surface, we find that the lower-energy VMC state now
corresponds to the lower energy DMC result, and that
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FIG. 3: VMC and DMC energies of symmetry-adapted
(SA) and symmetry-broken (SB) RHF solutions. The
RHF minimum at stretched geometries corresponds to
the symmetry-broken configuration, which is not the
best DMC guiding function.
the lower energy DMC result is in close agreement with
MRCISD+Q (see Figure 5). Thus, in the case of the
ethene double bond dissociation at least, the NCJFs’
ability to suppress spurious ionic terms within a single
Slater determinant is sufficient to produce a qualitatively
correct state ordering and nodal surface without resort-
ing to multi-determinantal expansions.
D. Curvature Hiding
Using elliptical basis functions, we will demonstrate
the size-consistency problem encountered with basis
functions used previously in four-body Jastrow factors.
As noted earlier, the main problem associated with tak-
ing atom-centered Gaussian functions as the Jastrow ba-
sis lies in their inability to effectively hide their curva-
ture in regions where wave function values are small.
We reproduce this effect in ethene at a stretched geom-
etry (4.5 A˚) by changing our Jastrow basis from C=C
bond-bisecting planes to a set of elliptical counting func-
tions in which we scan over an axis scaling parameter
L while keeping one elliptical edge orthogonally bisect-
ing the C=C bond axis. NCJF parameters (F , ~G, β)
are fixed at values optimal for planar counting functions,
which allows us to reproduce the behavior of the pla-
nar basis as we increase the axis scale (at large values of
L). This gives us a suitable baseline to compare the el-
liptical and planar Jastrow basis at different geometries,
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FIG. 4: VMC energies with orbitals optimized together
with Jastrow variables. The solid black lines are twice
the VMC energy of a single CH2 fragment, with no
Jastrow factor (RHF) or with a cusp-correcting Jastrow
(TJS), as indicated, and provide a reference for
size-consistency.
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FIG. 5: DMC energies based on the oo-CTJS-SA and
oo-CTJS-SB nodal surfaces, along with results for
(4e,4o)-MRCISD+Q.
7and, as we expect, VMC energies match reasonably well
when each elliptical counting function encompasses an
entire CH2 fragment. However, as we shrink the elliptical
switching surface to only partially encompass each frag-
ment, Figure 6 shows that the overall energy increases,
which can be explained by the fact that the curvature at
the edge of the elliptical counting region is now cutting
through a region with appreciable wave function mag-
nitude. For Jastrow basis functions like these too-small
ellipses, the risk of such energetic penalties prevents the
variational principle from allowing the elements of the
Jastrow matrix F to become large in magnitude, thus
precluding any stenciling-like effects. When instead the
basis function allows for curvature hiding, as when the
ellipse is large enough so that its edges are outside the
boundaries of the CH2 fragment, the variational prin-
ciple is free to restore size-consistency by using large-
magnitude F elements to delete spurious ionic terms.
E. Basis Construction Schemes
While we have shown that the combination of suitably
chosen Jastrow basis functions with a general 4-body Jas-
trow factor form can successfully introduce strong cor-
relation effects through the stenciling of ionic terms, a
generally applicable method requires some rule or pre-
scription for how the Jastrow counting functions are to
be chosen for an arbitrary molecule. Let us discuss and
discard two options based on the current planes and el-
lipses before motivating future work with some observa-
tions on the properties that a general NCJF basis should
satisfy.
First, one might choose to place planar counting func-
tions so as to bisect each bond in a molecule. Such an
approach would prepare the ansatz for suppressing un-
wanted ionic terms in any given bond, but the infinite
extent of the planes would clearly not in general satisfy
the requirement that the counting function’s curvature
be hidden in regions of small wave function magnitude.
What if the plane from one bond intersects a far-away
atom?
Second, one could consider using atom-centered ellip-
soids for the counting regions, hoping to take advantage
of set operations to generate unions of elliptical counting
regions where necessary to encompass an overall frag-
ment. While this scheme sounds more promising, the
data presented in Figure 7 show that in practice, such
set operations do not work out cleanly. The trouble in
this case is due to the fact that the optimal switching
functions are much smoother than sharp step functions
(which would have dire kinetic energy consequences), and
so clean set operations to create a union of neighboring
counting regions are not achievable within the chosen 4-
body form of the overall NCJF. While the symmetry of
ethene still allows for the eliminate ionic terms via an F
that suppresses terms in which the left-hand and right-
hand fragments’ not-quite-correctly-unioned counting re-
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FIG. 6: CJS energies using elliptical counting functions
of variable size. The ellipses always have one edge
touching the C=C bond midpoint and lie entirely
between the carbons at L = 0. As L is increased, the
ellipses grow in size until eventually encompassing an
entire CH2 fragment, with vertical lines showing the
values of L at which the ellipses’ outer surfaces cut
directly across an atomic nucleus. The horizontal black
line indicates the VMC energy of planar counting
regions, which should serve as a lower bound for the
energy in the L→∞ limit.
gions give differing electron counts, the imperfections in
the union create residual Jastrow curvature in between
the C and H atoms where the wave function magnitude
is not small. This residual curvature increases the ki-
netic energy of the neutral terms that survive the sten-
ciling process, and it appears from the results in Figure 7
that this effect is large enough that the variational princi-
ple instead chooses to eschew strong suppression of ionic
terms.
The difficulties in the above two schemes highlight the
properties that should be sought in future for general-
purpose NCJF basis functions. First, the function should
be finite in spatial extent, so that when used for stencil-
ing in one region they do not unduly affect the kinetic
energy in distant parts of the molecule. Second, the func-
tions must be capable of clean set operations so that they
can combine when necessary to form a counting region
around a group of atoms. Finally, they must remain effi-
ciently evaluable for a randomly chosen configuration of
the electrons so as not to disrupt the algorithmic require-
ments of VMC. Although the presently tested planes and
ellipsoids do not meet all of these requirements, the suc-
cess of fragment-encompassing counting regions in the
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FIG. 7: VMC energies when using atom-centered
ellipsoids (eCTJS) vs C=C bond bisecting planes
(pCTJS) for the counting regions, applied to both
symmetric and symmetry-broken RHF determinants.
challenging dissociation of ethene provides strong moti-
vation to search for a formulation that does.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that 4-body real space Jastrow
factors are, with a suitable choice of Jastrow basis func-
tions, capable of performing strong wave function sten-
ciling, in which a multiplicative Jastrow factor makes a
large change to the wave function by deleting unphysical
configurations from a simple but overabundant fermionic
reference. In particular, these Jastrow factors are ca-
pable of eliminating ionic terms between well-separated
molecular fragments, which restores exact size consis-
tency to the geminal power and greatly improves the sit-
uation for restricted Slater determinants, bringing real
space Jastrows in line with the size-consistency-restoring
properties already enjoyed by Hilbert space Jastrows.
Unlike their Hilbert space brethren, the real space Jas-
trows presented here are compatible with diffusion Monte
Carlo, which creates exciting possibilities for generating
qualitatively correct nodal surfaces in strongly correlated
regimes with a variational Monte Carlo approach that is
both polynomial cost and size consistent. Indeed, our
preliminary results show that, when equipped with these
stenciling-capable Jastrow factors, the variational mini-
mization of a single reference Jastrow-Slater trial func-
tion produces a qualitatively correct nodal surface dur-
ing the double bond dissociation of ethene, which in turn
leads diffusion Monte Carlo to produce an accurate po-
tential energy curve. As every step in this process has a
polynomially scaling cost, it will be very exciting in fu-
ture to test the efficacy of this combination in larger and
more strongly correlated settings.
The key development allowing for effective stenciling
was the introduction of a new form of 4-body Jastrow
basis function, in which a smoothed indicator function
is used to check whether or not each electron is within
a given region of space. These basis functions thereby
allow the overall Jastrow factor to count and control
how many electrons are in a given region, which in turn
allows for the suppression of unwanted ionic configura-
tions. Unlike previously explored basis function forms,
these counting functions have no curvature except at the
boundary of their spatial region, allowing them to par-
ticipate in strong stenciling so long as the boundaries are
arranged so as to hide their curvature in regions of small
wave function magnitude. In contrast, Gaussian-type ba-
sis functions have significant curvature at their centers,
leading to kinetic energy changes that prevent effective
stenciling. The most pressing priority in the future de-
velopment of these number counting Jastrow factors is
to formulate them in a way that permits for black-box
treatments of arbitrary molecules in which the variational
principle can decide automatically how to demarcate im-
portant regions in which to count and control electron
number. Although the planar and elliptical forms used
in this study do not appear to support this black-box
ideal, research into promising alternatives is underway.
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